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In a second experiment, a microstrip patch antenna was attached 
directly to a thermalite block (440 x 215 x 100 mm) and the dipole-like 
radiation panems measured in an anechoic chamber. The results given 
in Figs. 20 and h show the effect of placing radar absorbent material 
(RAM) on the block ends to absorb the surface wave contribution. With 
no absorbent material the surface waves result in some secondary 
radiation at the block ends thus creating a ripple interference pattem. 
The surface wave excitation is clearly a polarisation-dependent propa- 
gation mechanism. 
Discussion and conc/usions: Surface wave propagation on walls has 
been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated for some typical 
building materials. The water content of the material has pronounced 
effect on the parameters. Field reinforcement near dry wall surfaces is 
likely to occur in practical WLAN scenarios, both around and within 
buildings. Ray-tracing and other field prediction techniques may 
require modification to account for the surface wave fields and the 
complex interactions taking place. 
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Modelling noise and delay in VLsl circuits 
D. Pamunuwa, S. Elassaad and H. Tenhunen 
New models for estimating delay and noise in VLSl circuits, based on 
closed farm enprersions for the fin1 and second moment of the 
impulse responsc in coupled RC trees are reported. The effect of 
crosstalk an delay and noise can be accurately estimated with a 
complexity only marginally higher than the Elmore delay. 
Timing analysis in VLSl circuits has long used the simple model of an 
RC tree where all capacitors are connected to ground, which we shall 
call a simple tree. Signal delay through the tree is usually estimated by 
approximating the dominant time constant with the Elmore delay [I], 
the first moment of the impulse response. For waveforms which are 
poorly represented by a single exponential, a two pole, single zero 
model based on the first two moments and the sum of the open circuit 
time constants was proposed in [2]. Generic moment matching techni- 
ques were later derived in [3], which could be applied for any type of 
circuit with linear elements. Recently [4] and [5] have presented 
altematc second-order models for the transfer function, using the first 
three moments, and the first two moments with hcuristics, respectively. 
With the increased integration allowed by nanametre processes, noise 
coupling has becomc very important, and the circuit model has to 
include coupling capacitors. In estimating the delay in such coupled 
trees, the usual practice is to modify the Elmore delay by an empirical 
coefficient [6] which however results in poor accuracy. General moment 
matching can be applied, but for initial analysis that requires many 
iterations, the formulation of the nodal matriccs and subsequent costly 
matrix manipulations are best avoided, even for models which depend 
on only the first three or four moments [7]. 
In this Letter, we report second-order models for gencral arbitrarily- 
coupled trees with multiple drivers that depend only an the first two 
moments o f the  circuit, which moreo~er  are explicitly matched to the 
circuit elements by means of closed form equations. Our models can be 
thought of as an extension of the methodology presented in [2], to 
coupled trees, and represent the minimum complexity with which 
second-order approximations can be obtained without compromising 
generality. The response for each driver switching is obtained by 
grounding all other inputs. The superposition of all waveforms allows 
accurate delay and noise cstimations. 
The circuit topology consists of simple trees coupled to each other 
through series capacitors, and an example is shown in Fig. 1. The 
notation we employ is that CSp is the capacitance to ground at node k in 
thepth tree, CC69 is the capacitance between node k on the pth tree and 
node j on the qth tree where the firrt sub(super)scnpt refers to the 
reference tree, Rfe is the resistance shared on the piths behveen 
the source and nodes e and k, respectively, on tree p. and 1"; is the 
nth moment of the impulse response at the kth node. Superscripts 
always refer to simplc trees while subscripts always refer to 
nodes, except in the definition for moments, where the supmcripl 
refers to the order of the moment. Additionally, rail voltages are 
normalised to 0 and I ,  and the cnpressions derived for B positive step 
without loss of generality 
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Fig. 1 Coupled RC free (valuer repeated within simple trees) 
A coupled RC tree is characterised by a resistive path from the 
receiver node e to the forcing (victim) driver, and series capacitive 
elements to other (aggressor) drivers. Hence when the victim driver 
switches the output will always change rails, whereas it will start and 
end at the same rail far an aggressor switching. Therefore the second- 
order transfer function for the former case will have a zero on the 
negative part of the real axis: 
and at the origin for the latter: 
Using Kirchoffs laws and integration by parts, the first moment of 
the impulse response at e for the victim driver switching is seen to he: 
Similarly, the second moment is: 
1 1.2 = 2 R L  CS[rg + CC:' ib, + R;;Cq' XEvicilm 1 [ Kea) 
+CC;"[ib, + K G 2 R a C c ]  + . . . I  = Z ( ~ k , ) ~ s a y  (4) 
The first moment at node e for aggressor or switching is: 
T1 e -   - RieCCT =-TI say ( 5 )  
iruiriim 
The second moment is: 
= -2(@ say (6)  
The moments are matched to the characteristic time constants in the 
circuit by using the identity that the nth moment of the impulse 
responsc is  (-1)" times the nth derivative of the transfer function 




r;. = r ,  + T> - r:." 
(7:,)' = ( 7 ,  + il - Tz.r)(rl + d - z l i i  
Now T, and r2 in (7) and (8) refer to the dominant poles for the event of 
the victim driver switching. To solve this system of three unknowns, a 
third equation is required. Since all aggressors are grounded thc 
metric that gives the best solution is the sum of the open circuit lime 
constants with reference IO the victim driver, which we shall call ~ p ' .  
This is a good approximation for the sum of the pole time constants, 
giving: 
1; = i, + z2 (9 )  
Now (7), (8) and (9) can be solved for the zero and two poles associated 
with the victim switching. 
To salve for the poles and zeros associated with an aggmsor 
switching, the above identity is used on (2) ( 5 )  and (6 )  to give: 
7;. = ko, (10) 
(75,)' = T ~ , ~ , ( T ,  + T I )  (11) 
Now the zero is available immediately, and dividing (1 I )  by (IO) results 
in the pole sum: 
Again, the ~olution for the poles requires extra information, which can 
be obtained by using intuition gained from the physical interpretation of 
the moments. The first moment includes resistances of the switching 
line, and either all capacitances connected to i t  (when the victim 
switches) or capacitances connecting it to a particular line, (when an 
aggrcsrar switches). The second moment propagates outwards another 
level, and includes resistances and capacitances o f  immediately adja- 
cent lines as well. Since the victim is the net of interest, combining: the 
moments for the victim switching with those for a particular aggrmor  
switching resulti in a solution which is  biased towards the victim and 
that aggressor. Hence to obtain the solution to a switching aggressor, 
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Fig. 2 Response ai oulput node e/or .nviiching of drfferrrnr drivers 
0 Response of aggressor tree 4 
b Response of aggressor wcce 3 
c Response of aggressor tiee 6 
d Response of aggressor tree 5 
r Response of viclim 
The accuracy of the models for the transfer function were tested by 
comparing the step rcsponses for a variety of circuits against a dynamic 
simulator Spcctre, and found to be excellent for the vast majority The 
waveforms shown in Fig. 2 correspond to the circuit of Fig. 1. For 
certain pathological cases where the significant poles for a switching 
aggressor arc located very far away from those of the victim, this 
methodology can fail to gencrate real poles for the aggressor. Such an 
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occurrence is an indication that the receiver node is charged via a strong 
aggressor, i.e. through a relatively very small time constant, and decays 
with a very long tail, dictated by the much larger time constant of the 
victim. One remedy would be to use the third moment of the impulse 
response to gather extra information, and use a technique that guaran- 
tees stability, similar to that descibed in [4], just for those comer cases. 
Another would be to consider simple circuit transformations, as any 
instability is an indication that the response is dictated by a very limited 
section of the overall circuit for that particular case. However for almost 
all o f the  topologies tested by the authors, the methodology described 
gave stable and accurate results. The simplicity and accuracy of the 
models combined with their generality should make them useFul in 
delay and noise estimations in complex systems, early in the design 
flow. 
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Watkins-Johnson converter completes 
tapped inductor converter matrix 
D.A. Grant and Y. Darroman 
The Watkins-Johnson convener hue been identified as belonging to the 
tapped inductor convener families extending once more the matrix of 
DC-DC convener topologies. This convener is analyscd I" tmni of 
the lap pmition and the switch duty cycle and 11s opcrvtion as a rail-lo- 
tap buck convener is verified. 
Infroduction: Tapped inductor DC-DC conveners are well-known 
[I. 21. They are oftcn used in industrial and domestic applications 
becausc they facilitatc high or low output-to-input voltage ratios with 
good cffiiciency if there is no requirement for isolation. Moreover 
tapping the inductor has the benefits that the duty cycle of the 
convertcr at the operating paint can be adjusted to a desirable 
value-typically a value at which device utilisation is improved. 
The tapping of the inductor also permits a different mix of voltage 
and current ratings for the various elements of the circuits. 
Filling /he void in tupped inductor matrix: Recent work on these 
converters has shown that tapped and untapped versions of the 
DC-DC converter formed a matrix of possibilities to which a new 
column was added with two new converter members [3, 41. This 
categorisation left a void in the matrix at the position assigned to the 
buck converter of the rail-to-tap configuration. We now believe that 
the Watkins-Johnson converter [%IO]  is the best candidate to fill this 
void. In [ I O ]  it is referred to as a buck converter with desirable 
properties ~ in particular, on switch-os, the isolation from the output 
of any energy stored in the inductor. 
Standard converter Switchto-tap 
buck-boost 
'T t s  "T 
Table 1: Tapped inductor family of conveflers; voltage transfer 
ratios 
The transfer ratios VoutjV,n (in continuous conduction mode) of the 
converters shown in Table 1 and the basic power circuits of each 
convener are shown in Fig. 1. The Watkinr-Johnson converter (or rail- 
to-tap buck converter) is highlighted in thesc Tables. The transfer ratio 
for the Watkins-Johnson convertcr indicates that it can buck without 
inversion of polarity. In this mode it can supply a passive load (positive 
output voltage and positive output current). It can buck and boost with 
polarity inversion although in this regimc an active load is required 
since the output current must remain positive even though the output 
voltage is negative. Hencc, with the classification scheme employed 
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